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CG Brewery Nepal Private Limited: [ICRANP] LA-/A2+ assigned 

 

December 5, 2022 
 

Summary of Rating Action 

Instrument* 
Current Rated Limits (NPR 

Million) 
Rating Action 

Long term loans: fund based 10.00 [ICRANP] LA-; assigned 

Short-term loans; non-fund-based 1,100.50 
[ICRANP] A2+; assigned 

Short-term loans; fund-based 153.00 

 Total 1,263.50   

*Instruments details are provided in Annexure-1. 

 

Rating action   
ICRA Nepal has assigned a long-term rating of [ICRANP] LA- (pronounced ICRA NP L A minus) to the long-term limits of 

CG Brewery Nepal Private Limited (CGBN) and a short-term rating of [ICRANP] A2+ (pronounced ICRA NP A two plus) to 

the company’s short-term limits. 

 

Rationale 
The assigned ratings factor in CGBN’s track record of over two decades in the production of alcoholic beverages, healthy 

market share in the domestic brewery industry and its reputed promoters. ICRA Nepal also factors the good brand 

recognition of CGBN’s flagship products (Nepal Ice Beer and Mustang Premium Strong Beer) and the established supply 

chain of the company, which remains a positive for its future growth. The ratings also factor in the stable profitability 

profile of the company, supported by healthy margins with average OPM of ~18% during FY2018-FY2022 

(notwithstanding the decline in FY2022). Moreover, a healthy financial profile backed by low gearing (TD/TNW of ~0.51 

times as on mid-July 2022), comfortable debt servicing ability (DSCR of ~ 6.89 times and ICR of ~11.63 times for FY2022) 

and satisfactory liquidity position (adequate headroom in the working capital drawing power), remain rating positives. 

The ratings also consider the duty protection accorded to the domestic brewery industry by the Government of Nepal 

(GoN) through high import barriers1 on finished beers. 

 

The ratings, are, however, constrained by CGBN’s limited product profile, with ~80% of sales revenue in the last two 

years (FY2021 and FY2022) accounted by two products viz. Nepal Ice and Mustang Premium Strong. The ratings also 

remain constrained by the increased working capital requirement of the company (NWC/OI of ~21% in FY2022 vs. ~13% 

in FY2021) to support its sizeable debtors, which is currently met through the elongated creditor cycle, resulting in low 

need for external working capital requirement. However, the gearing level could increase in case of reduced creditor 

support, which, coupled with the current high-interest rate regime, could subdue the debt coverage metrices. Some 

rating concerns also arise from the increased debtor level; however, high debtor’s security (~86% of debtors as of mid-

July backed by bank guarantee) offsets receivable risk to an extent. Rating concerns also arise from the general 

moderation in the number of cases sold in Q1 FY2023 (~17% less cases sold compared with Q1 FY2022). This, coupled 

with the ongoing credit crunch and intense competition from other established players in the industry , could moderate 

company’s margins, going forward. Margin pressure could also be created from the steadily increasing excise duty and 

other taxes on alcoholic products and limited ability of the company to pass on the increased cost to consumers amid 

competitive pressure. ICRA Nepal also notes the significant regulatory risks associated with the brewery industry.  

 
1 NPR 200 per litre of custom duty for importing finished beer in Nepal. 
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Key rating drivers  
 

Credit strengths 

Established track record and reputed promoters – CGBN (formerly known as Sun Gold Brewery Nepal Private Limited), 

incorporated in 1993, is among the larger players in the brewery industry of Nepal. It has a track record of over two 

decades in the production of alcoholic beverage. The major stake (38%) in CGBN is held by the Chaudhary Group via CG 

Foods Nepal Private Limited (an FMCG unit of the Chaudhary Group). The rest is held by three individual promoters and 

two sister units under the Group. The Group has its presence in multiple sectors spanning automobile, pharmaceuticals, 

cement, educational institutions, consumer electronics, infrastructure energy, banks, and financial institutions, FMCG, 

hospitality, real estate, etc., which underscores the promoter’s reputation and financial strength. 

 
Good brand recognition and established sales channel – CGBN’s ability to penetrate the beer market was supported by 

healthy sales of its flagship products viz. Nepal Ice-premium and its strong variants (~1.5 million cases sold in FY2022). 

Moreover, the company added Mustang Premium Strong beer in its portfolio in late FY2020, which received a strong 

offtake (~1.28 million cases sold in FY2022 vs. ~1.1 million cases sold in FY2021), propelling revenue growth of the 

company. Additionally, Nepal Ice and Mustang Premium Strong have fetched ~80% of sales revenues in FY2021 and 

FY2022 and ~77% in Q1 FY2023. This strong traction reflects positively on the product quality and robust distribution 

channel of CGBN, that consists of ~300 dealers and ~53,000 retailers all over Nepal.  

 

Healthy financial profile characterised by low gearing, strong coverage indicators and healthy profitability –The 

company reported a CAGR of ~11% in operating revenues between FY2018 and FY2022, despite a decline of ~28% in 

FY2020 amid the pandemic. CGBN also reported healthy margin over the years, with average OPM of ~18% in the last 

five years (notwithstanding the decline in FY2022 with OPM of ~13% amid increased cost of raw materials and increased 

excise duty2), supported by good brand recognition, established supply chain and duty protection against imported 

liquors. Moreover, the company’s leverage remained low over the years (TD/TNW of ~0.5 times and TOL/TNW of ~0.89 

times as of mid-July 2022), supported by strong revenues and margins. Likewise, it reported comfortable coverage 

indicators over the years, supported by healthy margins and a low debt level (ICR of 11.63 times and DSCR of 6.89 times 

for FY2022).  

 

Credit challenges 

Limited product profile and product concentration risk – CGBN has a concentrated product profile. Although the 

company has more than ten different brands of beer (including strong and premium variants), its revenue remains driven 

by the strong variant products viz. Nepal Ice and Mustang Premium Strong. During FY2021 and FY2022, ~80% of CGBN’s 

sales revenue was contributed by these two product lines. Given the competitive nature of the industry, any impact on 

the top-two product lines could affect the overall financial profile of CGBN. 

 

Moderate working capital intensity masked by increased receivables – CGBN witnessed increase in working capital 

intensity in FY2022 (NWC/OI of ~21% in FY2022 vs. ~13% in FY2021). This has been contributed by the increase in debtor 

days in FY2022 (~92 days as of mid-July 2022 vs. ~65 days as of mid-July 2021). The competitive pressure and tightened 

liquidity in the Nepalese banking sector have partly contributed to the elevated debtor level, thus creating a pressure on 

the working capital intensity. However, ~86% of the debtors as of mid-July 2022 has been secured by bank guarantee, 

which offsets the receivable risk to an extent. Further, the working capital intensity is cushioned by elongated creditor 

 
2 Excise duty per liter of beer made from malt increased from NPR 198 in FY2022 to NPR 228 in FY2023.  
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days of ~117 days as of mid-July 2022 (vs. ~103 days as of mid-July 2021), which has helped the company maintain a 

lower bank debt and gearing level. Tightening of supplier credit terms could, therefore, necessitate additional external 

working capital requirements, which are likely to increase the gearing and affect the debt coverage metrices of CGBN. 

 
Regulatory risk and fierce competition in the market – The high import tariffs on beer provide duty protection against 

cheaper imports, while licensing norms act as high entry barriers to the domestic brewing industry. Reduction or removal 

of import duty/tariff could have an adverse impact on the domestic breweries’ revenue profile, profit margin and debt 

coverage indicators, including CGBN. Also, alcoholic beverages remain one of the highest taxed commodities in Nepal 

with the excise tariff increasing steadily on a year-on-year basis. Continued increase in tariff and competition from 

multiple players could diminish CGBN’s ability to pass on the incremental cost to the consumers, which could constrain 

its profit margins. CGBN’s general moderation in sales in Q1 FY2023 (~17% less cases sold compared with Q1 FY2022) 

remains partly contributed by increased price, which remains a concern. Besides, any restriction by the regulatory agency 

in the production and sales of beer could also affect CGBN. However, liquor sales being a major contributor to the 

Government revenue, this risk is partly mitigated in the Nepalese context.  

 

Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.  

Links to applicable criteria    

Corporate Credit Rating Methodology  

 

About the company   
CG Brewery Nepal Private Limited (CGBN), formerly known as Sun Gold Brewery Private Limited, was established in 1993 

as the brewery arm of Chaudhary Group Corporation Global. It manufactures more than ten different brands of beer as 

of mid-October 2022, including strong and premium variants, which include popular brands like ‘Nepal Ice’ and ‘Mustang 

Premium Strong’. With sales volume of ~3.8 million cases in FY2022, CGBN is among the larger players in the brewery 

industry of Nepal. It has its corporate office in Lalitpur district and has a single manufacturing facility in Nawalparasi, 

which does the brewing and bottling work. The company has a wide distribution network that includes ~300 dealers and 

~53,000 retailers across the country. 

The company is owned by three individuals and three sister units under the Chaudhary Group. The largest stake (~38%) 

is held by CG Foods Nepal Pvt. Ltd, a division under the FMCG unit of Chaudhary Group Corp. Global. The Group has its 

presence in multiple sectors spanning automobiles, pharmaceuticals, cement, educational institutions, consumer 

electronics, infrastructure energy, banks, and financial institutions, FMCG, hospitality, etc. Mr. Nirvana Kumar Chaudhary 

is the Chairman of CGBN and CG Corp. Global. 

Key financial indicators  
 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020  FY2021 FY2022 

  Audited Provisional 

Operating income (OI; NPR million) 2,994 3,376 2,446 3,916 4,545 

OPBITDA/OI (%)   16.9% 19.8% 19.1% 20.5% 13.2% 

Total debt/Tangible net worth (TNW; times)  0.21  0.55  0.52  0.33  0.51  

Total outside liabilities/TNW (times) 1.27  1.36  1.18  0.92  1.11  

Total debt/OPBITDA (times)  0.33  0.85  1.21  0.53  1.20  

Interest coverage (times)  58.23 20.68 8.36 21.18 11.63 

DSCR (times) 44.21 16.05 6.93 2.44 6.89 

Net working capital/OI (%) 3% 9% 26% 13% 21% 
Source: Company data 

 

http://www.icranepal.com/
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CorporateCreditRatingMethodology08292018.pdf
https://www.icra.in/Rating/ShowMethodologyReport/?id=464&Title=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating%20Methodology&Report=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating,%20Methodology,%20Mar%202017.pdf
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Annexure-1: Instrument Details 

Instrument  
Current Rated 

Amount 

(NPR million) 

Rating Action 

Long term limits; fund-based   

Long-term loan 10.00 
[ICRANP] LA-; assigned 

Total long-term loan; fund-based (A) 10.00 

Short term limits: fund based  

[ICRANP] A2+; assigned 

Overdraft  40.00 

TR/Demand loan 113.00 

Total short-term loans; fund-based (B) 153.00 

Short term limits: non-fund based   

Letter of Credit (LC)/ Bank Guarantee 1,100.50 

Total short-term loans: non-fund based (C) 1,100.50 

Grand Total (A+B+C) 1,263.50  

 

Analyst Contacts:  
 
Mr. Sailesh Subedi (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
sailesh@icranepal.com     
 

Ms. Banu Pandey (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
banu@icranepal.com   
 
 
 

Relationship Contacts   
Ms. Barsha Shrestha (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
barsha@icranepal.com    
 

About ICRA Nepal Limited  
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licenced  
by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical 
support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies, 
analytical software, research, training, and technical and analytical skill augmentation.  
 
Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks 
and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment information and credit rating agency. 
Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies.  

For more information, visit www.icranepal.com   
 

ICRA Nepal Limited 

Sunrise Bizz Park, 6th Floor, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Phone:+977 1 4419910/20 

Email: info@icranepal.com 

Web: www.icranepal.com 

 

All Rights Reserved.  

Contents may be used freely with due acknowledgement to ICRA Nepal.  
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ICRA Nepal ratings should not be treated as recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated debt instruments. The ICRA Nepal ratings 

are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website (www.icranepal.com) or 

contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All information contained herein has been 

obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Although reasonable care has been taken to ensure 

that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of any kind, and ICRA Nepal in  

particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of any such 

information. All information contained herein must be construed solely as statements of opinion and ICRA Nepal shall not be l iable  

for any losses incurred by users from any use of this publication or its contents 
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